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Microsoft Supplier notice: Microsoft and LinkedIn External Staff access 

policies and movement between companies 

Published: June 29, 2017 

On December 8, 2016, Microsoft completed the acquisition of LinkedIn, the social network for professionals. Regarding the 

management of External Staff/Contingent Workers, Microsoft and LinkedIn will continue to follow current corporate policies and use 

standard processes, systems, and tools. Requirements regarding badges, network and building access, and equipment will continue 

“as is” for both companies. 

Microsoft and LinkedIn are working together to ensure compliance with both companies’ access policies, and we ask suppliers to help 

us ensure compliance and avoid circumvention of access policies. Microsoft and LinkedIn representatives jointly govern and monitor 

the movement of External Staff/Contingent Workers and their access to Microsoft and LinkedIn networks and buildings. 

The access restrictions apply to all countries where the access policies are currently in effect, including the United States, India, 

Germany, and United Kingdom. The policies will become effective in additional countries in the future. 

Below are key requirements for all Microsoft and LinkedIn suppliers providing External Staff services. 

Access policy 

External Staff workers will remain subject to Microsoft and LinkedIn tenure limits: 

• Microsoft corporate network and building access is removed for a minimum of 6 months, after 18 months of service (18/6). 

• LinkedIn access is removed for a minimum of 3 months, after 12 months of service (12/3), for Contractors. 
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Movement between Microsoft and LinkedIn 

External Staff who are subject to an access length limit (tenure limit) from Microsoft or LinkedIn, and who seek an External 

Staff/Contractor position at the other company, must first adhere to the break-in-service requirement in effect at the company to 

which the individual is moving. 

• If moving to Microsoft, a 6-month break in service is required. 

• If moving to LinkedIn, a 3-month break in service is required. 

This requirement also applies to former FTEs moving to an External Staff/Contractor or Outsourced staffing position. 

All changes in staffing-type status require a 6-month mandatory break in access at Microsoft: 

• Contractor to Outsourced 

• Outsourced to Contractor 

• Former FTE to Contractor or Outsourced 

Movement between countries 

External Staff movement between countries is governed by the tenure limits of the destination country. Individuals who seek to start 

an External Staff position in another country must first adhere to the destination country’s established break-in-service requirement. 

Movement to countries where the External Staff tenure limits are not yet in effect are exempt until the tenure limit policy takes effect 

in that country. The policy is currently effective in the United States, India, Germany, and United Kingdom, and will apply to additional 

countries in the future. 

Dual access 

External Staff individuals may provide services to both LinkedIn and Microsoft simultaneously, but only if they remain in the same 

staffing-type classification at both companies. Individuals may not provide services to both LinkedIn and Microsoft simultaneously 
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if they are classified as different staffing types. For example, an External Staff worker cannot be a “Contractor” (subject to 18-month 

access length limit) at Microsoft and an “Outsourced and Managed Service” worker (not subject to access length limit) at LinkedIn. 

Below are scenarios where External Staff/Contingent Worker dual access is permitted: 

LinkedIn classification Microsoft classification Dual access permitted? 

Contingent Worker External Staff/Contractor Yes, at same staffing-type classification 

Outsourced and Managed 

Service 

Outsourced Yes, at same staffing-type classification 

Agreements 

LinkedIn and Microsoft will continue to negotiate their own contracts with suppliers. The existing agreements are between distinct 

legal entities and do not apply to any other parties. Each party must have its own agreement. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter and ongoing engagement. 
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